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Sonata enabled Catalysts Group to understand security limitations
with their current mailing service provider. Introduced them to Mail
archiving, Admin level Mail Policies, and DKIM/DMARC level security
of Google Workspace.

The challenge
Catalysts was looking for a secure, collaborative mailing system as
their current service provider lacked functionalities. This compromised
productivity and hampered business continuity. The existing solution
also lacked security measures like Encryption, Phishing/Spoofing
Protection, etc. Managing the flow of confidential data was also a
challenge.

The solution
Sonata set up mailing tools like Archiving, Mail Policies, and
DKIM/DMARC to check Spoofing/Phishing and enabled
Enterprise-wide Mail encryption and Mobile Device Management to
increase security. Comprehensive training on Google applications like
Gmail, Meet, Drive, and collaborative tools like Docs, Sheets, Slides,
etc. improved their security, productivity and business continuity.

The results
Sonata was able to migrate Catalysts' E-mail data with zero downtime
in just a week. Organization-wide policy setup and Email archiving
enabled compliance to audit standards. With Google Meet,
stakeholders connected and collaborated seamlessly improving
productivity over expectation. Enterprise-class mail encryption,
Advanced Phishing, and Malware Protection helped users stay safe
while working.

Sonata's expertise in setting up email security policies
helped us achieve compliance with auditing standards.
Training on Google apps helped the organization's
stakeholders to collaborate seamlessly during the

 unprecedented COVID induced lockdown.
Atul Kumar, Network Engineer ,Catalyst Bio-Technologies
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